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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes the basic theory and design
concepts of surface acoustic wave filters.
divided into three sections.

The paper is

The first section is devoted

to the development and explanation of the acoustic wave
equations and their solutions.

The second section provides

basic design theory and techniques.

In the third section

six design examples are used to demonstrate the application
of the theory as well as to illustrate some of the behavior

characteristics of surface acoustic wave filters which are
not easily shown by the discussion of the theory.
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INTRODUCTION

For the past ten years there has been a great deal of

research on surface acoustic waves and their applicability

to electronics in such devices as filters, delay lines, con

volvers, etc.

This interest is due in large part to the

better understanding of surface acoustic waves and to the

introduction of better materials and techniques.

Prior to

1965, the study of surface acoustic waves was generally
relegated to an academic exercise because most experts be
lieved that although such waves could be produced on almost
any solid medium, the waves would attenuate too rapidly to
be of practical value in electronics.

The acoustic wave

attenuation proved to be exaggerated.

Actually, surface

acoustic waves can have frequencies in the gigahertz region
with relatively little attenuation.

This fact has alerted

many researchers to the feasibility of fabricating better
filters and delay lines than are possible by conventional
methods for these high frequencies.

Because the study of surface acoustic waves as applied
to electronics is somewhat new, almost all of the literature

is confined to technical journals.

These sources of infor

mation presuppose that the reader is familiar with general
1

acoustic theory.

But, unfortunately, many electrical engi

neers do not have the background needed to understand the

basics of the theory.

In addition the literature does not

show complete step by step procedures whereby a filter is

designed and analyzed.

these gaps.

My purpose is to fill in some of

As such, this paper can be used to supplement

the material given in a solid state course where the prop
erties of bulk devices are discussed.

In section one I develop and explain the basic acous
tic wave equation as applied to bulk waves and surface waves.
My first objective is to show the derivation of the wave

equation from the stress and strain relations.

For this I

provide a short background in stress analysis.

The second

objective is to give the solutions to the wave equation for
a bulk wave and a surface wave; and, to discuss the general

properties of these waves in terms of design considerations
for practical devices.

My third objective in this section

is to discuss the piezoelectric effect and its relation to

the acoustic wave.
Section two is devoted to the theory of design for

surface acoustic wave filters.
these filters is the transducer.

The essential component of
And, the most extensively

used transducer is the interdigital type.

To design this

type of transducer, two models are developed, the equivalent
circuit model and the response model.

From these some pre

dictions about device behavior are made.
2

In the third section I employ some of the procedures
developed in section two to design and analyze several inter

digital transducer configurations.

Prom this, many of the

concepts developed in the prior sections can be illustrated
in terms of response characteristics.

Also the limitations

of these devices, some of which are not very obvious from a
brief description of theory, become apparent in the results.

3

SECTION I

ACOUSTIC THEORY

Stress

Stress is defined as the intensity of internal force, [j
It is the force acting on a unit area and is a factor whose

direction is that of the force.

There are two types of

stresses, normal stress and shear stress.

Normal stress

is the force per unit area in which the force is acting

perpendicular to the area.

Shear stress is the force per

unit area in which the force is acting along the plane of

the area.

Stresses can he resolved into three orthogonal
Figure 1 illustrates all of the components

components.

necessary to describe any stress condition on a body.

stresses are represented by the letter

T

The

and each stress

has two subscripts to identify its location on the differ

ential cube.

The first subscript defines the area on which

the force is acting.

For example,

A X,’A

Xj

is defined

as the area whose projection is in the Xs direction.
second subscript defines the direction of the force.

The

From

the illustration, one can see that there are nine defined
stresses .

Generally, these are referred to in tensor form:

u

x

FIGURE 1

THREE DIMENSIONAL STRESS DIAGRAM

$

NORMAL SKES5 IF L- J

T = I, LzTy
T3i LzL33

-SHEAR STRESS IF LfJ

Although there are nine stresses only six are distinct
because lx =

fact that

•

XF= 0

and

This symmetry is proven from the

2M=0*

Lagrangian and Eulerian Coordinate Systems

The Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinate systems are
two methods used to specify the location of a particle in

space.^2j

In the Lagrangian coordinate system the position

of any particle is specified by its relation to its original
position.

In the Eulerian coordinate system the position

of any particle is specified by its relation to a specific

point in space.

In this paper the Lagrangian coordinates

di. •

The Eulerian coordinates

are specified by the letter Xi •

These coordinate systems

are specified by the letter

are illustrated in Figure 2.

The relation of velocities

and accelerations between both coordinate systems are also

described in this figure.

Strain
Strain is the measure of deformation of a body rela

tive to its original form.

To describe any small deforma

tion of a differential cube element, all that is required

are three linear strains and three shear strains.

Linear

strain is the measure of change in a linear dimension.
6

FIGURE 2

LAGRANGIAN AND EULERIAN COORDINATE SYSTEMS
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Shear strain is the measure of change in an angle between

any two line elements whose original angle wasTf/2

•

These

two types of strains are illustrated in Figure 3* Note that
. z
the differential element J| /X
refers to the initial side
length of the two dimensional body at the

position in

space and not to the change in position of the body with

respect to the Eulerian Coordinate.

The equations of strain

are given as follows:

In most literature strain is defined as

It must be emphasized that this description of deforma

tion is accurate only if the body rotation and the strains

are very small.

small if

Linear and shear strains are considered

<SX I •

Just as stress, strain can be re

ferred to in tensor form.

s=

-5,, 5

5

5, "T22
S “5<23
4,

8

FIGURE 3

TWO DIMENSIONAL STRAIN DIAGRAM

9

Hooke’s Law

Hooke*s Law is the linear relation between stress and
strain.

This relation is expressed as follows:
**"*1**""*

/fcj

The constants

3

3

guii —

t

£

Cum

are elastic stiffness constants and are

physical properties of the material.

can also be

thought of as a partial derivative such that

<»A.
constants , only 21

Although there are 81 possible CtJA/

are unique because of the following symmetries

&]. w

Because there are only 21 constants, the subscripts are

often changed from^j^

to

and the constants

are often expressed in aMX/V matrix.
L J -»fA

|

11 —*l

kX ->N

Tm=ZCw5,

3 Z $ Z3-^
31

£ 13-+5
c

33—*3

21 £

- r

lZ->6

The Wave Equation

In the preceding section, the stress and strain anal
ysis was explained for static conditions.

However, by a

slight modification of the static stress and strain models

the dynamic conditions can be analyzed.
ferential cube located at X (

10

)

Consider the dif

as illustrated

in Figure

The total net force on the differential cube

of mass density p

in the X,

direction is h-

Similar equations can be determined for the
directions.

a

and X3

In general terms

J

FOR THE Xr DIRECTION

but

,

2

~

^*-1

A
ft
tttk («-)
L-l

JL~i

<■

5

__

—

-

-#

A-/
J/

z\ Jrf/

u_

t)

d/rj

Because of the symmetry of

and the summing characteristic

of the above equation then

represents the acoustic wave equation for any anisotropic
material.

In most literature the summation signs are

deleted and the summation is implied by the subscripts
themselves (the Einstein convention).

There are three distinct equations, one for each dis

placement Ur where J* — (2,3 •
called the displacement vector.

The

term (/ J

will be

Since each equation is a

function of all three displacement vectors, these equations

must be solved simultaneously.
11

FIGURE U

THREE DIMENSIONAL DYNAMIC STRESS DIAGRAM
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Solution to the Wave Equation

There are many solutions to the set of wave equations;

and, each solution is uniquely determined by its own initial

In the following paragraphs I will

and boundary conditions.

describe the solution of the wave equations for an unbounded
medium.

I do this for two reasons.

First, this solution is

the least complex because no boundary conditions are imposed
Second, its general form and characteristics are descriptive

of other more complex solutions.
cription is in four parts.

My approach to this des

I will list the assumptions,

present the solution in equation form, and explain the mean
ing of each term within the equation.

I will show how the

wave equations in conjunction with the solution are solved
simultaneously and what conditions are necessary for this
outcome.

I will describe how the physical properties of

the medium impose restrictions on the final solution.

And

lastly, I will give a summary of the properties of an acous

tic wave through an unbounded medium.
There are three assumptions to justify the proposed

solution.

First, the disturbance propagates through the

medium as a plane wave.

the wave.

the

Second there is no attenuation of

Third, the displacement vectors

are along

Xj direction and are not generally normal or parallel

to the direction of propagation.

equation is Qfj ,

The solution to the wave

where:

is called the displacement vector. It describes
the displacement of any particle within the medium
as a function of time and position.
Uto is the amplitude of the wave.
rur is the angular frequency of the wave.

t

is the time.

K

is the propagation constant which is determined by
the properties of the medium.

/7)

is the unit vector which defines the direction of
propagation. It is expressed as /Tl =-/??,
The terms /7l,
and
are the direction cosines.

n

is the^ location of the^particle.
as: j? - /X,
+- ZXj 4,

It is expressed

/y = X + Jk
dm _ 4X
By expanding the term

u- = u-

K ZY\*J"L

the solution becomes

e (/Wt“ K m,/Xl ~KK1/3/1

In addition to the description of the terms within

this equation there are several features which should be
explained.

The term /Y) • /[

= constant defines the plane

in the medium on which every particle has exactly the same

displacement at the same time.

as the phase velocity.

The ratio/Wy/K is defined

It is the velocity at which the

reference position /£ , as projected along the /M direction,

would have to change in order f or/U/£ ~ K/M'/Z to stay con
stant.

This is best described by the following equations:

'Wt -KM’A

d

(/VI/ t

l<

= ON5UNT

/Y1 ZL)

J £

/W
/<

- Q

d( /Yl ■ Sf )
d t

VPHASE

Mi. — Mio
LD £
£ "

Although the equation,

/

, is
1

the solution to the wave equation, it is not complete in

itself because it contains two unknowns L4io

term Mio

and K •

The

is found to be a function of initial conditions.

The term K is a function of the material and of the direc
tion of propagation.

The value for K

can de determined

by substituting the solution into the wave equation and
solving the resulting equations simultaneously.

The set

of equations which results from this substitution are: [V]

"0

^,m)

Remember that each equation represents a summation which
is implied by the subscripts J

/ •

If the amplitude displacement vectors (/jo
be zero then the coefficients of Uib

minant which is equal to zero.

are not to

must form a deter

Therefore, the determinant

of these coefficients results in a cubic equation forfW/K •
There are three roots for (VJ/ K* which satisfy the condition
1?

for a zero determinant.

Each root represents the square of

the phase velocity for a specific displacement vector and
each corresponds to a different wave propagating along the

/71 direction.

Note that the phase velocities are dependent

upon the elastic constants, density, and direction cosines.

Although the phase velocities have been determined, the

analysis of the wave equations is not complete.
other factors to be considered.

There are

These are energy flux and

permissible energy flux directions.

The energy flux for an acoustic wave is determined by
the following equations: fsl

5

i-=I,

=

F ~

F,I...............
/t\ -t~ F,i

±

In general the energy flux p
gation vector/7) •

/X3
is not parallel to the propa

It is parallel to fT\ only if one of the

three displacement vectors is along the same direction as
/y) .

Whenever the energy flux and the propagation direction

of a wave are parallel, the corresponding wave is called a

pure mode wave.
Since an acoustic wave can be expressed in terms of

three component waves, that is, each component wave corre

sponds to a particular displacement vector, then the total
energy of an acoustic wave may also be expressed in the

same manner.

Figure 5 illustrates these concepts.QJ

Note

that each component energy flux may have a different direc

tion than the others.

For a pure mode wave all the energy
16

FIGURE 5

COMPONENT WAVES AND ENERGY FLUX

PLANE
OF

total

EXCITATION
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fluxes will have their directions along the propagation

vector.

The implication from these behavior descriptions

is that any medium will have associated with it certain
orientations along which the acoustic energy will prefer to

An intuitive justification of this

flow.

Hamilton’s principle of least action.

is

based on

Hamilton’s principle

is stated by Marion JjSj in the following manner;
Of all the possible paths along which a dynamical
system may move from one point to another within
a specified time interval, the actual path followed
is that which minimizes the time integral of the
difference between kinetic and potential energy.

Prom Hooke’s Law we know that the stress-strain relationship
is a function of orientation and therefore Hamilton’s prin
ciple should be applicable.

Because the determination of

the energy flux and the propagation direction are dependent

upon the coordinate system specified, some consideration

must be given as to how the coordinate axes of a medium are

chosen.
The coordinate axes of any crystalline medium are

selected in a way as to reduce the number of required elas
tic constants.

This selection is accomplished by using the

symmetrical properties of the crystal.

These properties

are often referred to as cubic, tetragonal, hexagonal, etc.
The more symmetric the crystal, the fewer the number of
elastic constants required to describe its elastic behavior.

As a general rule, the pure mode acoustic waves will propa
gate along the axes of symmetry choosen to describe a crys

talline structure.
18

In summary the following may be stated about the gen
eral behavior of an acoustic plane wave in a unbounded
medium.

1.

The phase plane of an acoustic wave can propagate
in any direction through a crystal. However the
energy of the wave will generally follow a different direction.

2.

There are only a finite number of directions in
a crystal structure along which pure modes will
propagate.

3.

Any acoustic wave can be expressed in terms of
three component waves. Each component wave has
its own energy flux and velocity. Each component
wave can be thought of as independent of the
other component waves except that its propagation
direction is the same as all of the others.

•

Some of these properties are also applicable to the surface

acoustic wave.

Surface Acoustic Waves

The surface acoustic wave, as its name implies, is a
wave whose particle motions and propagation direction are

restricted to the vicinity of the surface of an elastic

medium.

The study of these waves has become important

during the past ten years because of their applications in
electrical devices such as filters and delay lines.
are several types of surface acoustic waves.

There

Among these

are the Rayleigh wave, Lamb wave, and Love wave.

Each

characteristic wave may also have more than one mode.

A

brief description of these types of waves is given by
Richard M. White.Q7J

In the following paragraphs I shall

discuss the general solutions to the surface wave on a
medium of infinite thickness and on a layered medium.

19

I

will also discuss two special cases of the surface acoustic
wave, the Rayleigh wave on an infinite thick medium and the
Rayleigh wave on a layered medium.

The general solution for a surface wave, Figure 6, as

given by Farnell
(4L n

-U/i] FT

/X (/yb

/ 2 3

where:

[41

is the displacement vector.
is the propagation constant.

/Z)j is the direction cosine of the wave with respect to
the coordinate system being used.

ZXy is the location of interest on the surface.

/UZ- is the radian frequency of the wave.
is the amplitude of the displacement vector.

According to the definition of a surface acoustic wave,
£(. must decrease to zero as a function of depth from the
surface of the medium.

This term is assumed to have the

following form:

H li A
HOT AH £^/°ON£hT

The terms

C*

are

and

constants which must

be determined before a final solution can be reached.

Also

there are boundary conditions which must be satisfied so
that the shear stress and the vertical normal stress at the

surface will be zero.
7,,-=
rVT°

which implies
20

®

0

FIGURE 6

SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE PROPAGATION
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For a medium with infinite thickness, these are the only

boundary conditions required.

Just as with the analysis

be determined in such a way as to satisfy the wave equation
and the boundary conditions simultaneously.

In most cases

these constants can only be found by numerical methods.
Examples of analysis are given by Farnell

Although the analysis for the surface acoustic wave on

an infinite thick medium is more complex than that of the
bulk wave, some of the properties of both are similar.

There are two important properties which must be considered
from the standpoint of design.

First, the energy flux and

propagation direction of the surface acoustic wave are par

allel only along certain crystalline axes.

called pure mode axes.

These axes are

Second, the propagation velocity

of the surface wave is a function of the material and the
orientation along the crystalline structure.

Velocity for

a medium of infinite thickness is generally not a function

of wave frequency.

The first property is important for design because of
the critical nature of transducer orientation in regards to
performance.

For example, Figure 7 shows a design in which

one transducer is not properly orientated with respect to

another transducer.

The propagation direction from the

first transducer to the other is correct but the energy

22
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FIGURE 7

ACOUSTIC BEAM STEERING
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flux is along a different direction.

In severe cases the

energy may completely miss the second transducer.

Another

problem associated with transducer geometry is diffraction

effects.

That is, the acoustic wave which emerges from a

transducer may suffer from diffraction if the width of the

This effect is similar to that

transducer is too small.

which happens to a light beam passing through a thin slit.

Both of these problems are discussed thoroughly by Andrew
Slobodnik.(9J
The second property is important for design considera

tions for two reasons.

First, the frequency characteristics

of a transducer are dependent upon the geometrical dimensions

of its electrode structure.

These dimensions are calculated

as functions of the velocity of the surface acoustic wave
and of the frequency of interest.

For example, the distance

between two electrodes on a surface must be

/)o

/2

distance

apart for peak performance at the specified frequency A • M

The wavelength Ao is a function of the frequency and the
velocity of the wave.

1°

Therefore, no matter which orientation is choosen, the veloc

ity must be known accurately before a design is established.

The second reason for concern with velocity dependence on
orientation is the possibility of the surface wave degen
erating into other modes such as the bulk wave modes.

This

condition occurs whenever the surface wave velocity exceeds
any of the bulk wave mode velocities.

2U

When this happens

most of th© energy of the wave is dissipated away from the

receiving transducer.

Figure 8 shows various mode veloci

ties as a function of orientation.

It should he noted that

the pure mode axes occur along those orientations where the
slope of the velocity curve is zero.

The

X5 on the graph

in Figure 8 indicate the pure mode axes.

The behavior of a surface acoustic wave on a layered
medium is not much different than that of a wave on an in

finitely thick medium.
tant exception.

There Is, however, one very impor

The velocity of a layered medium is also

a function of wave frequency.

The reason for this can be

easily anticipated because a layered surface such as the
one illustrated in Figure 9 requires another set of boundary

conditions• fr]

At the interface, the shear and vertical

normal stresses of the^^^J side must match the corresponding
stresses on the Si

side:

x, = r
-T = U.3
33Z,o
W-Si
' '
3
The graph in Figure 9 shows how the surface acoustic wave
velocity is affected by this configuration.

Such velocity

dispersion as shown is unacceptable for most electronic
devices.

Fortunately, there are some combinations of layers

which do not exhibit such a large velocity dispersion.

One example of a multilayered medium which reduces the
effect of velocity dispersion is given by K. L. Davis.
In his design a thick substrate of5l

layers of 2

0 and ALiDz

The top layer,

is covered by thin

in the manner shown in Figure 10.

, is the most stiff of the three

25

VELOCITY
ORIENTATION

FIGURE 10

THREE LAYERED MEDIUM
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materials whereas the?™ 0 layer is the least.

For a certain

ratio of layer thickness the elastic properties of all three
materials correlate in a way as to reduce the velocity dis
persion within certain frequency ranges.

Although the layered

medium is much more difficult to analyze than the single sub
strate, it is important from the standpoint of design since
it can enhance some of the electrical properties of certain

cheap materials.

The process of building layers accurately

is already one which can be easily achieved by present tech

nology.
Since in most design applications the surface acoustic

wave is propagated along a pure mode axes as a Rayleigh mode

wave, a short description of this mode is in order.

The

Rayleigh wave is a pure mode wave which has two displace
ment vectors.

One displacement vector is along the direc

tion of propagation, the other is perpendicular to the sur

face.

The solution of the Rayleigh wave as provided by

Farnell [V] is

W,

— U, cds I K

- 'vtftj

{Ai ~ 0

lAi - U, SIW (K/X, - wt)
The terms U, and U3are the amplitudes of the displacement

vectors and are functions of /X3 •

W3 as functions of

Two examples of

are shown in Figure 11.

and

The results

shown in Figure 11a are for an isotropic material whereas

the results shown in Figure 11b are for a cubic crystalline
type of material.

It should be noted that the relation
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which W, and U3

have with A3 is in terms of wavelengths

The Rayleigh wave for a layered medium has basically the

same characteristics as those for a Rayleigh wave on an
The only exception being the depen

infinite thick medium.

dence of velocity on the wavelength of the wave.

Piezoelectric Effect
In the preceding discussion no mention was made of how
There are many methods of producing

a wave is initiated.

an acoustic wave, ranging from pure mechanical to pure

electrical techniques.
trical techniques.

My primary interest is in the elec

Many materials have properties which

allow them to be stressed or strained by means of an elec

tric or magnetic field.

The most noted of these properties

is the piezoelectric effect which is the behavior of a mate

In the following paragraphs, I

rial to an electric field.

shall discuss this effect in relation to the wave equation.

In three dimensional modes the piezoelectric effect
can be expressed as

I,

3 3
£ J-

P ij

-

where:

Tx

is the stress.
is the strain.

Qjj/ is the elastic stiffness constant.
is the piezoelectric stress constant.

E^

is the electric field.

This equation is an expression of Hooke’s Law with an
29

The value

additional term.

dfiix

oan be thought of as a

partial derivative

J

- d Th
- J Ea

~ CONSTANT

Because of the electric field F
must also he satisfied.

, Maxwell’s equations

This requirement results in the

following equation
3

3

L = [;^3
h 1

where:
is the electric displacement.

0/

the piezoelectric stress constant.

diki is

is the strain.

5*z

the dielectric constant.

is

E*

is the electric field.

(Am

The term

.5^

can be thought of as the dielectric

polarization of a material as the result of strain. [13) >
Prom Maxwell’s equation
V-D =

is the free charge density within the medium.

where

However it is assumed that none of the materials studied

will have any free charges within them.
7'D

Therefore,

= 0

By remembering that
3

z

JT
J/Xi

2

r Jt2-
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then it is an easy step to develop the new wave equation.
This procedure is given in Appendix A.

The new wave equa

tion as presented by Farnell is [sj

p

J-

7F

The left hand side of this equation represents a summation
in terms of L, / j K

I, 2?3> .

The term, V , is the voltage

potential at location X•

v-S-

Likewise, since

o

then

rh,.d U*---- . J.2,V-

— /)

The development of this equation is given in Appendix A.

The solutions to the above wave and potential equations

are given by Farnell in the same form as was used for the
previous wave equations.

U- =
y

_

Az) - zTVf] FT

M- £

y er/c(/H./y/ + Wz

:

i-~ lj^3

vh7

where

bi:
V

= iP

-Kb%

A/-I

Although the forms of these solutions are similar to
those of the previous analysis, the values for
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and

are dependent not only on the mechanical properties

and boundary conditions of the material but also upon the

electrical properties and boundary conditions.

Obviously

such equations are difficult to solve.

There are, however, some assumptions which can be made
such that an approximate solution can be derived.

The first

assumption is that the piezoelectric effect is small.

Second,

the piezoelectric properties can be accounted for by modi
fying the elastic stiffness constants. [V], Qf]

Generally

the wave characteristics of a piezoelectric material are

not much different from those of a non-piezoelectric mate
rial with the same mechanical properties.

As stated earlier the electrical boundary conditions
will have some effect on the final solution to the wave

equation.

The effectiveness of a piezoelectric material is

given in terms of its electromechanical coupling factor
M

•

Mason defines the square of the electromechanical

coupling factor as:
the percentage of the total energy applied to
the crystal, at zero frequency, that is stored
in mechanical f orm. QQ

The coupling factor can be derived theoretically as well as
measured experimentally.

coupling factor

For a surface acoustic wave the

can be found by determining the change

in the wave velocity as the result of a change in the elec
trical boundary conditions.

Since the power of a surface acoustic wave is propor

tional to the wave velocity,
32

= AY

P

then any change in the velocity of the wave which does not
vary the power of the wave will be due to a change in either

the properties of the material or the boundary conditions.
The term A is the constant of proportionality which is a

function of initial conditions, boundary conditions, and
One way of changing A

physical properties.

is ^y altering

This can be done by

the electrical boundary condition.

placing a very thin film of conductive material on the sur
face of the medium.

This film is assumed to be massless

and perfectly flexible.

The change in the acoustic velocity

caused by this thin film is due to the piezoelectric proper2.

ties of the material.

and A V are linearly

Since

related to energy, it can be reasonably assumed that K
is proportional to

The relation as given by Sittig

is

21V/V =
The value of ]£ is dependent on the physical properties
of the material.

orientations.

These properties are functions of crystal
can be expected to vary in

Therefore, K

accordance with the orientation of the medium.

illustrates this property.

Note that

orientations and maximum for others.

X

Figure 12

zero for certain

This fact is an impor

tant design consideration for surface acoustic wave devices.
It is fortunate that in most cases the maximum electromechan

ical coupling factor corresponds to the same orientation as

the pure mode axis.
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Summary
In this section, I have attempted to give a general

overview of the development and solutions to the acoustic

wave equation.

I have listed many of the properties of

acoustic waves and have discussed how these properties can

effect the design of certain acoustical wave devices.

In

the next section I will give some of the basic design theory

for surface acoustic wave devices.
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SECTION II
DESIGN THEORY

Transducer Configurations
Surface acoustic wave devices, commonly called SAW
devices, have become prominent recently because of their

suitability for filters and delay lines.

Although used for

different purposes, SAW filters and delay lines are basi

cally the same in actual design and construction.

My

emphasis will be given to the design of a filter device.

The characteristics of a surface acoustic wave filter
are uniquely determined by the design of the acoustic trans

ducer.

The most commonly used transducer is the interdigital

electrode transducer which is shown in Figure 13*

The elec

trodes in this type of transducer are electrically connected
so that an input signal will cause the voltage potential at

the electrodes to alternate from one element to the next.
This arrangement will create an electric field distribution;
and, because of the piezoelectric properties of the material,

the surface will distort in the manner assumed and illustrated
in Figure 1U*
The dimensions of the electrodes and their spacing will

have a large effect on the efficiency and response of the
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FIGURE 13
INTERDIGITAL ELECTRODE STRUCTURE

ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION AND RESULTING SURFACE DISTORTION
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transducer.

The efficiency of the transducer in terms of

its electromechanical coupling depends upon the ratio of
the electrode width to the electrode spacing.
is given by Dransfeld

This relation

|lo] and is shown in Figure 1£.

The

best efficiency is achieved with a ratio of d/zP equal to
0.5*

The spacing between the electrodes, as will be shown

in the development of the impulse model, affects the fre

quency response of the transducer.

The value

/Z is used

to determine the spacing of the electrodes, where Ao

is the

acoustic wavelength of the center frequency of the filter.
Another important parameter required for the design of

an interdigital transducer is the interelectrode capacitance.
This capacitance is used to derive the numerical values of
the electrical elements represented in the transducer’s

equivalent circuit.

The capacitance between electrodes can

be approximated by an equation developed by Farnell,

where

[?6]

Q.s is the capacitance in picofarads per unit length

for a pair of electrodes.

The term

the relative

average value dielectric constant for the material in ques
tion.
In the design of a SAW device there are certain assump
tions which must be made.

These are as follows:

1.

The wave transmitted or received by a transducer
is a plane wave.

2.

Only a pure mode wave will propagate.

3«

There is no velocity dispersion.
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FIGURE 15
INTERDIGITAL ELECTRODE EFFICIENCY
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There are no diffraction effects.

5.

There is no attenuation of the acoustic wave.

Although these assumptions simplify the analysis, there are
some problems which must be taken into account.

These are

losses due to the bidirectional properties of the trans
ducers, and, the effects of acoustic reflection.

Figure 16 shows a simple transducer arrangement.

Be

cause of the bidirectional characteristics, the acoustic

power emitted from the transmitting transducer is split into
two waves only one of which is propagating toward the receiv

ing end.

Therefore, 3 db of power is lost in transmitting.

In addition, the receiving transducer can only convert half
of the acoustic power it receives because of the acoustic

impedance mismatch at the transducer, f 7) ,

[id]

As a mini

mum, 6 db of power is lost in the type of arrangement.
There are problems associated with reflections of the
acoustic wave.

The first problem relates to the acoustic

reflections caused by the boundaries of the material as
shown in Figure 17*

These reflections can easily be elimi

nated by the application of an attenuating material at the

boundaries.

The second problem is the triple transit response.

This occurs because -9 db of the original signal is reflected

back to the transmitting transducer.

When this -9 db signal

reaches the transmitting transducer, one fourth of its power
is retransmitted back to the receiving transducer.

Therefore,

the total power of this reflected signal is -1 $ db of the
original signal.

This condition is unacceptable for most

UO

>-3JE------- >

R5pJ
---------

-Tdb*

RECFIU//I/6
TRANSDUCER

TRANSMITTING
TRANSDUCER

FIGURE 16
BIDIRECTIONAL TRANSDUCER LOSSES

1

filter applications.

It can be eliminated by several means,

one of which I will now describe.
There is a technique which cuts the losses from the

transducers to -3 db and cuts the triple transit response
to over -$0 db.

This technique is described by Lewis

[l9]

and involves the device configuration shown in Figure 18.
As illustrated, the total acoustic power emitted by the

transmitting transducer is received by two receiving trans

ducers.

Although each receiving transducer can convert

only half the power it receives, the total power loss from
this arrangement is only 3 db.

In addition, with this con

figuration the reflected waves from both receiving trans

ducers cancel the reflections normally produced at the trans
mitting transducer.
virtually eliminated.

Thus the triple transit response is
The construction of the device, how

ever, is made difficult by the requirement that both output
transducers be exactly equally distant from the input trans

ducer.

Models

The most important analytical tool used to design a
SAW device is the equivalent circuit model.

model is shown in Figure 19*

circuit of a transducer.

An often used

It represents the equivalent

The terms

9

and 6 a ('U'J

are the static capacitance, acoustic susceptance, and the
acoustic conductance respectively.

The terms

B^[w) and

are not only dependent upon the physical characteristics of

the transducer but also upon the excitation frequency.

U2

The

Odb

THESE REFLECTED
SI&NALS CANCEL AT
THE CENTER TRANSDUCER
FIGURE 18

TRIPPLE TRANSIT RESPONSE

FIGURE 19
INTERDIGITAL TRANSDUCER EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

U3

acoustic power output of the transducer is

Vp •

Although this equivalent circuit represents only one trans

ducer, it provides an adequate model by which to analyze

almost any SAW device.

There are two assumptions made with

regard to this model.
First, any transducer which is electrically isolated

from all other transducers can be analyzed by the use of

this model.

Also, any acoustic interactions with these

other transducers must be properly accounted for by voltage

sources in the equivalent circuit.

possible arrangements.

Figure 20 shows several

is the voltage caused by the

acoustic interaction between other transducers

where

is the acoustic power received by transducer N

.

The phase of the voltage depends upon the phase of the acous

tic wave.
Second, all of the electrically isolated transducers
can be analyzed independently in the manner given in the

And, all of the results can be combined

first assumptions.

to establish the overall device characteristics.

In actual design the equivalent circuit as given is
not sufficient.

There must be other elements attached to

the equivalent circuit to represent the source circuit and

This composite is shown in Figure 21.

matching circuit.

As indicated earlier the acoustic power output is ex-

pressed as

2.

•

This power can be related in terms of

the input voltage:

uu

ONE TRANSDUCER

TWO TRANSDUCERS
IN SERIES

BM
TWO

Ca-

TRANSDUCERS

BM

IN PARALLEL

FIGURE 20
SEVERAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODELS

SOURCE MATCHING
CIRCUIT

CIRCUIT

TRANSDUCER
EQUIVALENT
CIRCUIT

FIGURE 21
GENERAL CIRCUIT MODEL

fyw)

VC
j/w(Cto+L)

V5>5

r»Ou/) =• v0 6»

The phase of the output voltage in relation to the input

voltage is

© = TAN

-/

— Taa/( Ca.-tCv) f

I/a4/Zm27

£6^ (w) ± & / + £>.£>3
m

To offset the effects of (£& -}~CtA) at the center frequency,

/jAiis chosen

such that

/M (C.a.1~G^ ~~ I/mLm - 0

Gt

~ Ck + C/a

The term &U44/) is not taken into account at r\A)o since it
will be shown to be zero at the center frequency.

Because power is generally referenced to the output as

po

measured at the center frequency, then

should be

determined from:

P„ C/w,)

—

Qs" (SxfWg)

z
Vt____

fa/o) -f*

i~ Gs

And, in the following manner,
decibels:

(fuj)

is stated in terms of

r

10 LOO

10 L00\

4- 6fr\"f6.s)

G

_______

I £(Sa (w)+ 6m t+ (nV Ct B&W - l//wl^J 0a(^)
However, the complete characteristics of a transducer cannot

be given by the above equations until the values for the
circuit elements are known.

The values for the circuit elements in the matching and

source circuits are usually specified by some relatively

simple procedures*

Q*

The values for

and

and

are functions of the physical properties of the material and

of the frequency used*

The static capacitance

can be

easily calculated by the procedure shown earlier.
Sa/aa/) and

£

their value.

The term

require a special model to determine

In the following discussion I will describe a

model which will provide the values for
This model was developed by Hartman

impulse response model.

q8]

and (sM •

and is called the

The results given by this model are

considered to be in excellent agreement with other more com

plex models.
Hartman assumes that a unit voltage impulse applied to

an interdigital transducer will cause an acoustic impulse
response of the type shown in Figure 22.

Note that the coor

dinate system is expressed in terms of time, t , instead of

displacement,/% •

The value of t is related to /X by

where V is the velocity of the wave.

y

Therefore, the spacing

between the electrodes can be expressed in terms of time,t•
The parameters^ , VTP

were chosen

> and

l0

which make up amplitude

on the basis of energy and scaling considera

tions.

The energy of the impulse response is

£ = 2. | HM JZ
where

HM -5-rb(t)J

U7

N A.

h(t)= A5//v(U/<>t) = VKVTT /^Sfwfw.t)
-2^o = tx <~t < t'=2/j,

FOR

h(t)~0

~y/.>t> 2/j,

L - <\o/v - CENTER FREQUENCY

W2

V =

~

2 TTL

ACOUSTIC

WAVE VELOCITY

N = tOt&L NUMBER OF ELECTRODE PAIRS = -^L

m =

tdtAL

AfUM&ER OF ELECTRODES
FIGURE 22

IMPULSE RESPONSE MODEL

U8

The energy input to the system is

V [vt/J

f
where
2

V

Qa.M

is the acoustic conductance of the transducer,

is the Fourier transform of the unit voltage impulse
VM = SCVIt)J ■= 5 LdMJ

Thus, the acoustic conductance

at/ty)

I

is related to the

Fourier transform of the acoustic impulse response by the

following equation

G> a Gw) — 2. | H fu/) |
Hartman gives the value of

a (zvVl

as

Q> a (AA/)

where

x =

azttzi//^

&///,-

4

|\j &, number of electrode pairs in the transducer.

A com

plete derivation of this expression is given in Appendix B,
for NTTA/Zl- MTf where

Note that

M = +/ ±2?t3 ........ ©
/
A J/J, - ± //V
Whenever 6a1/w) ~d) there is no acoustic power trans

mitted or received by the transducer. Therefore, it is
1
reasonable to assume that the percent bandwidth of a trans*
ducer as defined by its -3 db power points will be propor

tional to

.

It is found that

B/j°

~-ir

gives a reasonable approximation of percent bandwidth.
The terms J

and

|_20|

represent the frequencies at which the

U9

-3 db power drop occurs as in Figure 23*

For example, a

transducer with 5 electrode pairs will have an approximate
bandwidth of 20^ whereas a transducer with £0 electrode

pairs will have an approximate bandwidth of 2%.
knowing the values of £A[/w]

However,

is not sufficient to determine

the overall characteristics of the transducer.

To complete

the model, S^^M/Jmust be established.

, represents the imaginary-

Acoustic susceptance,
part of the acoustic admittance.

Because the transducer is

a causal system, that is a system without any energy source,
is related to (jaM by the Hilbert transform.

, [2T]

J£

For

G,M

■= 8

/>

then
baM ~

... -

where

X ^NTTA/-/^

For expressions o? h aM which are different from the above,
there is a numerical solution to calculate the values for
6a.M given by Nalamwar. [26]

This numerical method is

shown in Appendix C.

Now that the general characteristics of

/5z^l and

are available, some predictions can be made on how the trans-

sucer will behave.

In Figure 2^ I have included a diagram
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FIGURE 23

ACOUSTIC CONDUCTANCE

FIGURE 24

ADMITTANCE RESPONSE
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of the equivalent circuit and a graph of

and

•

of the Ct and L

The terra

VLmCt (w)

Mcombination

refers to the admittance

as shown in the circuit diagram.

In the following, I have listed a number of observations

about the model which will be helpful in developing a pre
diction of transducer behavior.

1.

Acoustic conductance
is a maximum at zu/o
and decreases for values of/vi/ which become greater
or smaller than
• The exceptions to this trend,
as illustrated in the graph of
> Figure
are at the sidelobes of the function
•

2.

Acoustic susceptance
is zero at /h/d • It
has negative slope f or/vv^</vt/<rnVxand has
maximum and minimum values at w, and
respectively. As shown in Figure 24 the terms w, and
•'M'T. are the frequencies of the bandedges. The
curve of
, although nonlinear, can be
approximated by a straight line from aJ, to
•
Outside the bandpass, |
/
decreases in value
f or O <
<1^1 $ ^2. < 'us < <x>

3.

Susceptance
and conductance
are pro
portional to
c.5 9 Therefore, any changes in
or /V2, will have substantial effect on the
magnitudes of
and (-><*&/) •

4.

Admittance,
is zero at/U4 as the result
of
Lm = I I M/fCr

;

Therefore,

~ Gr
The slope of
is equal to

yt-k£T(ivJ

)
is positive for0<H/<0P and

llM - C-r (I + /V'oV/M?)

For small values of fuz-w.) /mJo the curve of
yLCfts)
can be approximated by a straight line.

5.

Capacitance, Cr , Is the sum of Co. and Cm .
Capacitance,
, is equal to ft
•
52

For the transducer to behave as an ideal filter, the
acoustic power transfer, Po(m/) » should be constant and the
phase characteristics should be linear throughout the band
pass.

In this model the acoustic power transfer as

[jjl]

expressed by

(*>&[%) V [w)
will diminish for two reasons as

increases.

the value of & a(w] will decrease.
component zu/Cr nt A* fw) -I/wLm

First,

Second, the reactive

will generally increase.

Although there is little which can be done about (ja[/w] ,

the reactive component can be made to approximate zero

throughout the bandpass and thereby decrease the rate at
which P&l/wl will change.

In the observations, I noted that

PaM is approxi

mately linear and has a negative slope within the bandpass.

Likewise,

is approximately linear and has a

V f/vU)

positive slope within the bandpass.

ZefcM

then

C.T

-

Since

Cr (w- zw/'/zV)

can be adjusted so that the reactive component

will approximate zero throughout the

/xmCrW V"

bandpass.

Thus,

Qr

5*.(4i//)___________

But
Cr — Ctf
Capacitance

is a fixed quantity which is determined by
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the physical properties of the transducer.

,

Capacitance

however, can he changed as long as

>
Since

B*M)

- kVg

H

t

Ca=NC£

then

Whether the above inequality can be satisfied will
depend upon the values for K and N .
dition places a limit on the bandwidth.

then /V

Note that this con

If K is large,

can be made correspondingly smaller.

Hence, the

bandwidth can be made wider.

The phase response of the transducer is directly affected
by both the real and reactive part of the admittance.

The

phase response is expressed as

For an ideal response 0 (W)

must be linear.

If the above

approach is used, that is
— °

then
0^) — O

and $ (iv) is considered to be linear within the bandpass.

becomes predominant over

Outside the bandpass

and the attenuation caused by the reactive compo
nents greatly affects the acoustic power transfer.
SA

Assuming that all of the approximations are reasonable
by comparison to actual conditions, then the response of the

transducer should take on the form shown in Figure 25*
It should be kept in mind that the terms

yiMdffH/)

Palw)

and

The degree of nonlinearity for

are nonlinear.

will vary greatly with bandwidth whereas the

^2

degree of nonlinearity for
any of the values chosen
caused by

G

/M^?will remain constant within
for

N

•

Because of the rolloff

some methods are sought to flatten the

acoustic power transfer response within the bandwidth while

trying to create a sharp cutoff at the -3 db points.

Transducer Weighting
In the preceding example, the transducer response was
not flat within the bandpass due to the variation of Gc&) •

In addition, the transducer had sidelobe responses which
made it unacceptable for many filter applications.

For a

uniform electrode array not much can be done to alleviate

these conditions.

Hence researchers have developed elec

trode weighting techniques to flatten the acoustic conduc
tance,
edges.

Go.l'W) , and to promote a high rolloff at the band-

There are several analytical approaches employed in

the design of such a filter, fj8] , [23] , [2I4]

The simplest

approach is a combination of Hartman’s impulse response

model and Tancroll’s electrode strip model, [w]
The idea, as described by Tancrell

[23] , is to divide

the weighted transducer pairs, that is the transmitting and

receiving transducers, into a number of strips as shown in
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FIGURE 25

FREQUENCY AND PHASE RESPONSE
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Figure 26*

If only the transmitting transducer is consid

ered in this arrangement, then that portion of the trans

ducer within the strip can itself be treated as an individ
ual transducer element electrically connected in parallel

The receiving transducer is

to other transducer elements.

analyzed in the same way.

The voltage sources as represented

in each receiving transducer element are a function of the
acoustic power received within the strip and of the acoustic
conductance of that transducer element.

Although this

approach is simple to illustrate, the actual calculations

performed are very time-consuming even for uncomplicated
weighting schemes.

If only one of the transducers is weighted then the
calculations are less involved.

For example if the trans

mitting transducer is weighted and the receiving transducer

is uniform, as shown in Figure 27, then the receiving trans
ducer^ equivalent circuit can be expressed in terms of one

voltage source and one admittance.

The voltage source of

the receiving transducer can be calculated from the values
of its acoustic conductance and the total power it receives

from the transmitting transducer.

The total acoustic power

output from the transmitting transducer is found from

YoV/wl GdMr

is the conductance of the

where

transmitting transducer.

This value is determined by add

ing the conductance values of each transducer element within

the transmitting transducer.

The above technique is also

valid for the inverse arrangement in which the receiving
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FIGURE 26
STRIP MODEL FOR TWO WEIGHTED TRANSDUCERS
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FIGURE 27

STRIP MODEL FOR ONE WEIGHTED TRANSDUCER
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transducer is weighted and the transmitting transducer is
uniform.

Although such procedures are excellent analytical tools,
they do not provide the means by which to choose a weighting
Figure 28 illustrates a method employed to estab

scheme.

lish a specific weighting configuration.

This method is

based on the correlation between the impulse response and

the length of a uniform transducer.

In this scheme the

time length of the impulse response, b(£)
terms of the length of the transducer.

, is expressed in

Since the Fourier

transform of the impulse response from a uniform weighted
transducer is sin(\)/X , then it is reasonable to assume

that the inverse property of the Fourier transform would

allow one to weight the transducer in accordance to a sin^^
shape and expect a uniformly shaped Hfo) response.

If the

function HO47) is square shaped as shown in Figure 28, then

will also be square shaped because

- 2.
In a sin^K)/x

iHH’1

weighted transducer configuration the elec

trodes in any of the lobes are electrically connected 180°
out of phase from their adjacent lobes.

Summary
In this section I have established methods whereby an
initial design for a filter transducer can be made.

I have

included the development of equivalent circuit models, lin
earization of certain functions, and analysis procedures

for a uniform transducer.

Also I have presented techniques
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TRANSDUCER ELECTRODE WEIGHTING TECHNIQUE
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for the design of weighted transducers*

In the next section

I will demonstrate the use of some of these techniques.
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SECTION

DESIGN

III

EXAMPLES

Transducer Configurations

In this section I provide several examples to demon
strate the application of design theory and to illustrate

some of the behavioral characteristics of SAW devices which
are not easily anticipated by other means.

The predictions

made in the last section about the behavior of a uniform
transducer were largely based on the assumption that

and

fi fifa/) are linear functions within the bandpass.

In

these design examples I take the nonlinear characteristics
of

GaM and

into account.

As a result, a much

better representation of device behavior is achieved.

To

formulate these design examples I have made a number of

choices.

Some are completely arbitrary and others are made

to demonstrate a few of the effects predicted by theory.

My analysis is limited to single transducer behavior and no

attempt is made to optimize the designs.
Although there are many materials from which to choose,

I selected zinc oxide, ZnO, for the transducer material be
cause it is inexpensive and has a relatively good coupling
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factor.

The physical properties for ZnO are an average di
, of 8.6, a surface wave velocity,

electric constant,

V , of 2600 m/sec, and a coupling factor,

The choice for center frequency,

^»2%.

, is arbitrary,

hence I assume it to be 20 MHz.

For the percent bandwidth,
chosen

, two values are

to demonstrate the limiting effect which

the achievable bandwidth.

has on

The values I selected for A J /J o

are 2% and 20?'.

Since the behavior of a transducer depends upon the
weighting function, I have selected three basic transducer

configurations.

One of these is uniform and the other two

are truncated Sin(\)//

•

The two examples of the Sin^/X

configurations illustrate the effects and trends caused by

the truncation of the Sin(^)//\’

weighting scheme.

1.

Uniform electrode weighting: a total number of
electrode pairs,N, equaling $0 for 2% bandwidth
and 5 for 20% bandwidth

2.

SinW/X
electrode weighting (center lobe only):
a total number of electrode pairs,N, equaling
100 for 2% bandwidth and 10 for 20% bandwidth

3.

Sin(X)//
electrode weighting (center lobe with
adjacent sidelobes only): a total number of elec
trode pairs,ft , equaling 200 for 2% bandwidth and
20 for 20% bandwidth

The number of electrode pairs for each of the above config

urations is , calculated from the bandwidth relations derived

in the prior section.

The width of these transducers is

chosen to be one centimeter.
From the basic information about the physical properties

of the material used, the operating ranges, and the transducer
6i|

configurations, the necessary parameters are calculated.
The first design requirements to be calculated are the

, and the width,

spacing,

X

=

Ao-

where

Ao /z

cl ,

of the electrodes.

- L5X /Z>'3

/ /Jo —

I, 3 X. ID Z

cm

M

d - k/t ■= 3-15 A /O'3 t«

The second factor to be established is the length, L ,

of the electrode structure for the differently weighted
transducers•

1.

2.

3.

Uniform weighting:
2% BW t
= 1.3 x 1O“2 cm x JO
20^ BW L- 1.3 x 10-2 cm x 5

=
=

0.65 cm
0.065 cm

weighting (center lobe only):
BW /= 1.3 x 1O“2 cm x 100 =
20^ BW L
= 1.3 x 1O“2 cm x 10 =

Sin (\)/X

2%

1 .3 cm
0.1 3 cm

Sin (A)//
weighting (center lobe with adjacent
side lobes only):
2% BW L = 1.3 x 10“^ cm x 200 = 2.6 cm
20^ BW Zv = 1.3 x 1O~2 cm x 20
= 0.26 cm

Before one is able to compute the capacitance ratings

for the three weighted transducer configurations, the value
for the interelectrode capitance,

G = lf.^5 X

, must be found.

+

For each weighted transducer concerned, the total capacitance,

C&. i

is given as

G = D /V Ci W
where £)

is a constant derived from the percentage of area

which a weighted electrode structure has by comparison to
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the area covered by a uniform electrode structure with the
same number of electrode pairs and overall width;/Vis the

number of electrode pairs; C^is the interelectrode capacitance
of 0.1+35 pf/cm; and^is the transducer width of 1 cm.
1.

Uniform weighting:
2% BW Ck = 1 x $0 x 0.U35 x 1 = 21.7U Pf
20$ BW C* = 1 x 5 x 0.2+35 x 1 = 2.1 7U Pf

2.

Sin(X)/X weighting (center
2$ BW Cc = 0.589 x 100 x
20$ BW= 0.589 x 10 x
Sin(X)/\
weighting (center
sidelobes only):
2$ BW Ca. = 0.366 x 200 x
20$ BW C.*. = 0.366 X 20 X

3.

lobe only):
0.1+35 x 1 = 25.6 pf
0.1+35 x 1 = 2.56 pf
lobe with adjacent

0.1+35 x 1 = 31 *82 pf
0.1+35 X 1 = 3*182 pf

The proportionality factor, 5 > is used to simplify the

calculations of
S

and

Sa

•

8K2C5y»

=

The value for this term is the same for all of the configura

For example,

tions discussed thus far.

5//y r/V7rf/tv-/K4)/u/J

IT (m/ —/u/.J /zvUo

The minimum thickness of a ZnO film on silicon, Si, is
based on the condition that K
no velocity dispersion.

is larger than 10 to insure

The term K is the propagation con

stant and is equal to 27T/A

film.

h

and h is the thickness of the

The wavelength?) used for this calculation is the

longest wavelength expected to be encountered within the
bandpasses choosen.

Therefore, Kh>IO' h>IO/K = LSI A
66

For a 2$ BW
A MAX

2,6 X /0 CM/jfcI 8 X\V‘/stc

- /.yyx/o"

h22> j.y?x wx/r1 c« = z.3 xio-1 cm
For a 20$ BW

A ma<
h >

2°%,

2-k A//^tWjfc_

_ / 3/ xio'z cn

/.5'X X/.3I X IO"ZCM = 2.1X10

—2

CM

For easy reference, the values for all the physical proper
ties and parameters are listed in Tables 1 and 2.
Methods of Computation

The procedures used to calculate the values of (?a(w)
P.H and

are, for the most part, sufficiently tedious

as to require the use of a computer.

In addition some of

these operations differ substantially from one transducer

configuration to another.

In order to clarify some of these

differences and to illustrate some of the concepts developed
earlier, I give a brief description of each procedure and

corresponding computer program.

There are five programs,

four to calculate the values of

and 3 a I1*,)

calculate the values of Po{^) and

•

and one to

A copy of each

program along with an explanation of the terms is given in
Appendix D.

The method for calculating the values of (5a M and
for a uniform weighted transducer is very straightforward.
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The equations

5IN(NTT(W-Wi>'\/M'0)
[TT(w- M/aVi)

6*(w)

5
and

Ba Cw') zz

5/N f? A/TT(ziy-^o)/^ ) - 2 NTTf/W'-W/tfe
2riT Cov-Va) //Wo J2'

s

are employed directly in a computer program*

For the second configuration, Sin^j/^ weighted trans
ducer (with center lobe only), the procedures to calculate
GaM and

Bcfa) are somewhat more involved.

In this case,

the weighted transducer is divided into strips as shown in
Figure 29#

There are two requirements imposed on the selec

tion of the strips.

First, the combination of all of the

strips must cover the entire transducer and must not overlap
one another.

Second, each strip must have a complete set of

electrode pairs.

That is, each strip must contain the equiv

alence of a uniform weighted transducer.

These requirements

can be satisfied only if each electrode end intersects one

of the line interfaces which separate the strips.

As a result,

the minimum number of strips required to satisfy all of the
above conditions is equal to the total number of electrode
pairs in the transducer.

The locations of the electrode

ends are defined by the SinpK)/^

weighting function.

In

addition, the number of electrode pairs within each strip is

also related to the Sin^^^j/^

function.

From this informa

tion, the computer can be programmed to determine the width
and the number of electrode pairs in each strip and subse

quently to calculate the values of
70

Gafyv) and

for the

->"'i 1A//A
{center

lobe only)

r
5TK1P #/
STP\P#3

M, - I
M3 = 3

5TMP #£-

Me = 5

5TPIP#7

W7= 7

strip-#-9

M, = ?

SrPIPitlD

smp-ne

1% = io e
8 |

STRlPitb

Mt= 6

STRIP it

/%=

4TXJP

1

i

WHERE: Mr 15 THE NUMBER
OF ELECTRODE PAIRS
IN THE KU’5TRIP

SInM/V
J/ '

FIGURE 29
WEIGHTED TRANSDUCER CONFIGURATION
(CENTER LOBE ONLY)

equivalent uniform transducer represented in each strip.
and Ba(w) are then summed up respec

The values of

tively to give the magnitudes of acoustic conductance and

acoustic susceptance for the complete transducer.

The third transducer configuration, Sin^f)weighted
transducer (with center lobe and adjacent side lobes),

requires much more elaborate procedures to determine the

values of

(Zifa) and

Just as in the second config

uration, this transducer is divided into strips.

The selec

tion of these strips is also based on the same criteria as

was established for the second configuration.

However, this

selection is somewhat more involved because of the complex

geometry of the transducer.

An illustration of the third

transducer configuration is shown in Figure 30*

As a result

some of the selected strips contain the equivalence of three

separate uniform transducers.

J

7

6.bv)

r SIN (N¥

Because of this the equations

W-WM)

IT [W — Wo) / /^j>

and

M

—

-5 /N fr/V K (W

cannot be used directly to calculate the value of (Jx^jand
•

Other methods must be established to determine

these values.
As stated earlier, the selection of the strips is based
on the location of the electrode ends.

Although the loca

tion of all the electrode ends is defined by the Sin
function, the process of selecting the proper strips is

made more complex by the additional electrode ends within
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both sidelobes.

Fortunately selection is simplified con

siderably when the sidelobes are approximated by a circular
As a consequence the width

function as shown in Figure 30*

and number of electrode pairs in each strip are dependent on

the circular function and the Sin(X)/X

function.

Once

the process for selection of the strips is established, the
next step in the procedure is to determine the values of

for each strip.
most of the strips can be

The values of

found by using the equation

GaM

=

f-SIJV NTT fU/-Lt/P)/zu/J2
L TT QM- Wo)/ Mo J

However, this equation is not valid for those strips which

contain the equivalence of two or more uniform weighted
transducers.

The method used to determine the value of

for these particular strips is based on the original concept

of the impulse response model

6 |/uz) = 2 If- hftli2 —

21 HM jz

This response is shown in Figure 3^ as three Sin'U/pt'

pulses.

The Fourier transform for these composite pulses is
HM

where,

= H,(nv)

H/(U^

+

HzlW)

Hz(W)^3

the Fourier transform of the center pulse,

KW is the transform of the left pulse, and
transform of the right pulse.

The terms

c

is the
r\~~

and ts

represent the time shifting properties of the transform for
the left and right Sin

impulses.

metric symmetry

and
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IMPULSE RESPONSE MODEL FOR THREE UNIFORM TRANSDUCERS
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3 N

tz-ti

-

8fb

2>V N
TV,

Therefore,

=

H

2 HsM

+

and

a
-

li-bM + 2

2.

HiM C.DQ

The total value of acoustic conductance for the whole trans
ducer is found by summing the values of G^(^)

for each of

the strips.

The values of^^for the third transducer configuration
are calculated by the use of a numerical method developed by

Nalamwar.

|26|

This numerical procedure is given in Appen

dix C.

Once the values of

and

are determined,

the frequency response and the phase response for any of the

transducer configurations discussed can be calculated from

I0LD6

+ (aV (/CaIZm) 7- BaM] ~ I /mJL mJ J Gufa)

"t

and

[sw/ (£a.+CM)

Q Ml

- \f/WL*]

TAN

These equations are employed directly in a computer program

with provisions to alter some of the static parameters as

desired.
Results
Since it is my intention to show the behavior and trends

of various transducer configurations, my discussion is
limited to a qualitative description of results.
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For each

of the three configurations there are two transducer arrange
ments analyzed, a 2% bandwidth and a 20^ bandwidth.

All of

these results are given in graphical form in Figures 33

through 38.

These graphs include information about the acous

tic susceptance, static admittance, frequency response, and

phase response for each of the six arrangements.

My approach

is to discuss the results of each analysis separately and in

the same order in which they were presented in the text.
The equivalent circuit diagram which represents these trans

ducers is shown in Figure 32.

The values of the static elec

trical elements are expressed in numerical form and are given

on the top right hand side of each graphical figure.

2% bandwidth

Uniform Weighted Transducer:

The results of the analysis for this arrangement are

The top graph illustrates the behavior

shown in Figure 33*
of

G>Qtyv) ,

> and fa fa)

with respect to frequency.

The term Sis the constant of proportionality which is a
function of material properties and is equal to 9
The basic behavior of

and

is

determined by

the material properties and the transducer design.

behavior of

fzv)

L
The

is determined not only by the value of

static capacitance of the transducer but also by the values
selected for

Cand

Z-/n

•

In essence,

and

are

fixed functions for this transducer arrangement whereas
is a changeable function.

Included in these graphs are the response characteris
tics of the transducer for two different circuit conditions.
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GENERAL CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

k

UNIFORM WEIGHTING RESPONSE 2% BW
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The first condition is that of a circuit in which

equal to zero and L/n is equal to |

is

The second con

»

dition represents an attempt to negate the effects of ^6^)

within the bandpass.

To do this

CM

CA
fWh/^

- TV

and
LM

27

/h/i1 ( Ca t Cm]
The effects of both of these circuits are well illustrated

in the frequency response and phase response graphs.

The

solid lines in these graphs represent the first condition
whereas the dotted lines represent the second condition.

For the first condition, the admittance

small in comparison to
y.eM

Gafa)

.

and

yLC (ty)

is

Because of this

has a negligible effect on the response character

istics of the transducer.

The -3 db bandwidth for this con

dition is 2.1$ in contrast to the 2% bandwidth predicted.

In addition, there is also a

The -1 db bandwidth is 1.6$.

sizeable sidelobe response of -8 db which is primarily due

to the behavior of Ga^) •

Because

YLC

is negligible,

the phase response is essentially a function of

G*&), and G$ •

,

Also the phase response has a positive

slope and deviates -2% from linearity in the 2.1$ bandpass.

This nonlinearity in phase response is essentially caused
by the nonlinearity of

•

In the second condition, the magnitude of

is

adjusted to match that of S a (w) and thus negate the effects
80

of the reactive admittances in the bandpass.

the frequency response is improved.

As a result,

The -3 db bandwidth is

held at 2.1[$ whereas the -1 db bandwidth is increased from

1.6$ to 2$.

The sidelobe suppression is improved by 8 db.

However, the phase response quality has degenerated substan-

tially.

The deviation from phase linearity is -7 ♦

The

cause of this is a combination of the nonlinearity of

and the magnitude of

•

In addition to the severe

phase nonlinearity, there is a serious limitation about this
circuit.

The value of

which is equal to

is too small for practical applications.
increasing

8.2$

—8
x 10* H

One method of

without disturbing the general response char

acteristics is by reducing the width of the transducer.

But,

this method is not too appealing because of possible diffrac
tion effects caused by the narrowness of the transducer.

Although the response characteristics shown are for one
transducer, these results can be combined with the response
characteristics of a receiving transducer; and, thus the
response properties for a complete filter can be established.

For example, if two of the above transducers are used for a
filter then the only adjustment necessary to achieve correct
filter properties is to multiply the decibel scale and the

phase angle scale by a factor of two.

In this case the filter

would have a -3 db bandwidth of 1.9$, a -1 db bandwidth of
1.2$, a sidelobe rejection of -16 db, and a phase angle

deviation from linearity of

-lj. .

This procedure is only

valid for filters which have at least one uniformly weighted

transducer
81

Uniform Weighted Transducer:

20$ bandwidth

The results for this arrangement are shown in Figure
3^.

As before, the top graph represents the behavior of
, and

of the

ycc(^) •

Except for scaling, the basic shapes

curves are the same as in the 2$

and

bandwidth example.

However the magnitude of

parison to the magnitude of

6m

(14/)

in com

is much larger

and

for the 20$ bandwidth than for the 2$ bandwidth arrangement.
is larger in magnitude than

Because

is no simple way of matching

and

* 6*^

@>a(w) there
to negate

the effects of reactive admittances within the bandpass.
One approach used in an attempt to reduce these reactive

effects is to install a shunting conductance in the circuit.

Just as in the previous example two different circuit

conditions are analyzed.

For the first circuit condition,

the matching circuit conductance

is zero.

The response

characteristics for this circuit are shown in terms of a

solid line.

The second circuit condition,

(S/h is given a

value of 10“^ mhos in an attempt to widen the bandwidth by
reducing the <5

of the resonant LG circuit.

The response

characteristics for this condition are expressed in terms

of a dotted line.
Because of the effects of

, the -3 db bandwidth

for the first circuit is 16$ as compared to the 20$ sought;

and the -1 db bandwidth is 10$.
Two redeeming features of the circuit are a -2l| db side
lobe rejection and a phase response linearity variation of
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W.

UNIFORM WEIGHTING RESPONSE 20% BW
83

only ^1°.

Although this sidelobe rejection is by no means

very good, it is much better than what is achieved for the
2$ bandwidth arrangement.

For the second circuit condition where

is equal to

10“^ mhos, the -3 db bandwidth is increased from 16$ to 19$,
and the -1 db bandwidth is 11$.

The phase response varia-

tion from linearity for this circuit is maintained at -1 .
Unfortunately the sidelobe rejection is changed from -21|. db
to -16 db.

This arrangement is a good example of how the value of
effects the frequency and phase response characteristics

of a transducer.
2 2
to K N whereas

That is Gcfa}

are proportional

and

is proportional to only N •

fore, any decrease in ]£

There-

can make the static admittance Yu(h/)

predominant over the acoustic admittances

•

and

These results can be expanded to include the effects of
a second transducer.

The procedure for doing so is exactly

the same as in the previous arrangement.

Sin(X)/X
Weighted Transducer (center lobe only):
width

2$ band

The results for this configuration are shown in Figure
35*

As before, the top graph represents the behavior of
, and

•

Ga(w) and feefa/)

The shapes of

curves are a direct result of the Sin(/)/X
Because of the truncation of Sin($)/$

weighting.

, the

curve

has a sharp narrow shape in contrast to the square shape

originally sought.

The rolloff for
8U I

is very high

WEIGHTING RESPONSE (CENTER LOBE ONLY)
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2^ BW

within the 2% bandpass and is very gradual outside the band

pass.

&*^L>Jhas no zero values for any of the frequencies

shown.

Likewise,

Bafa) is also affected by the truncation.

has its maximum and minimum values at 19*87 MHz and
20.13 MHz respectively and is slightly more nonlinear within

this bandwidth than the

/3 c*(&) function for the uniform

transducer.
is shown for two circuit condi

The behavior of

tions.

The first condition is for

0

Cm
L M ~

I /

C-&

The second condition is for

LM ~

8*
/WSM -W

L rA ~

I I[mJoZ (C

z-

The frequency and phase responses for the first condi
tion are unsatisfactory.

The -3 db bandwidth is 1.7^ as

compared to the 2% design criteria; and, the -1 db bandwidth

is 1.1%.

The rolloff outside the bandpass is very gradual,

with an attenuation of only -15 db at 19*2 MHz and 20.8 MHz.
For phase response, the variation from linearity is ^3° for

the 1.7^ bandwidth.

All of these results are primarily due

to the predominant effects of

and S*

.

For the second circuit condition the frequency response

is much improved.

The -3 db bandwidth is still maintained

at 1.7$ but the -1 db bandwidth is 1.1$.

The rolloff outside

the bandpass is high with a -27 db attenuation at 19.2 MHz
and 20.8 MHz.

However, the phase response deviation from
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linearity has degenerated from ^3% to ^8% for a bandwidth

Unfortunately, to achieve these results, I used a
o
value of 2*09 x 1O~° H for Lp\ which clearly limits the

of 1.7%.

practicality of the circuit.
This transducer arrangement, as used for a 2% bandpass

filter, does not provide the performance which is achievable

from the simpler uniform transducer.

Therefore its use in

a filter is minimal.

Sin(X)//
Weighted Transducer (center lobe only):
bandwidth

20%

The results for this arrangement are shown in Figure

36.

Except for scaling the curves of

(J * (2^ and I3& fa)

are

the same as for the third example.

The magnitude of YutM

in comparison to the magnitudes of

G*fa) and

ffafa) is

much larger for the 20% bandwidth than for the 2% bandwidth.
The response characteristics for this configuration are

given for two different circuit conditions.

The first con

dition is for
fa

O

The second is for
-

IO~f U~

The response characteristics for the first circuit are shown
as solid lines whereas the responses for the second are shown

as dotted lines.
For the first condition, the -3 db bandwidth is 18.5%
and the -1 db bandwidth is 1lj.%.

The attenuation outside the

bandwidth is over -19 db at 1U MHz and 26 MHz.
8?

The reason

FIGURE 36

SIN

WEIGHTING RESPONSE (CENTER LOBE ONLY)
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20$ BW

for this attenuation is the predominance of

regions outside the bandpass*

in the

However, the phase response

variation from linearity for an 18.f>$ bandwidth is over il 2°

This phase nonlinearity is due primarily to the nonlinear
characteristics of

0* (w) at the bandedges.

In the second circuit condition, G/^ is set at 10"^

mhos in an attempt to widen the -3 db bandwidth*

The oppo

site effect occurs, and the bandwidth is reduced from 18.5$
to 15»5$»

tion of

T^e basic cause of this is due to the large varia
within the 20$ bandwidth*

The only characteristic of this transducer which is
better than the uniform weighted transducer is the amount

of rolloff in the midband frequencies.

Whereas the -1 db

bandwidth for the uniform transducer is 11$, the -1 db band
width for this transducer is 1i|.$*

However, this one improve

ment is insignificant by comparison to the large difference
in phase linearity between both configurations.

Sin (X)/X
Weighted Transducer (center lobe with adjacent
sidelobes only): 2$ bandwidth

The results for this arrangement are shown in Figure
37*

Although the shapes of

Gafa) and Sa(^) curves are

more complex than those of the Sin[X)/X

transducer (with

center lobe only) the trend of approximating the desired

square shape is established.

That is,

shows a higher

rolloff at the bandedges than any other portion of the fre
quency spectrum.

The large distortion of Ga(^)

curves is due to the truncation of the Sin($)/X
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and

weighting

function.

Because of this distortion the response charac

teristics are much harder to predict.

vious Sin (X) /X

Just as in the pre

transducer configuration the rolloff for

outside the bandpass is gradual.
As before there are two circuit conditions analyzed.

The first condition is for

C

m

0

Lr M — 1 J /V\/b C>&.

The second is for
r

___

( C & fCtt) J

Lm

Because

C

is highly nonlinear, the selection of

can

only be made as an attempt to reduce the effects of
within the bandpass.

The response characteristics for the

first condition are shown as solid lines whereas the char

acteristics for the second are dotted lines.
For the first condition the effects of

are

negligible and the response characteristics are primarily

the functions of G>Al^)

and

•

The -3 db bandwidth

for this condition is 2.8^ and the -1 db bandwidth is 1 .2%.
The rolloff outside the bandpass is highly irregular and

never shows an attenuation below -12 db for any frequencies

above or below 20.8 MHz and 19*2 MHz respectively.

result is due to the low rolloff of

pass.

This

(uj outside the band

As expected the phase response is very nonlinear within

the bandpass.

Its variation from linearity is -1£°•
90

WEIGHTING RESPONSE (CENTER LOBE WITH ADJACENT
SIDELOBES)
2% BW
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For the second condition,
effects of

negates some of the

within the bandpass and provides much

attenuation outside the bandpass.

The -3 db bandwidth is

maintained at 2.8$ whereas the -1 db bandwidth is increased
from 1.2% to 1.7%.
improved.
-20 db.

The rolloff outside the bandpass is much

The attenuation at 19*2 MHz and 20.8 MHz is below

However, the phase response has further degenerated.

The phase variation from linearity is over ^20°.

This transducer arrangement offers no practical advan
tage over any of the other arrangements thus far discussed.

Therefore, its use as a filter is of little value.

Sin (X)/X Weighted Transducer (center lobe with adjacent
side lobes only): 20% bandwidth
The results for this arrangement are shown in Figure
38.

Except for scaling, the curves for

are the same as for the fifth example.

and £>a(yo)

The major difference

between this arrangement and the previous one is the rela

tive magnitude of

y^cfa) as compared to

and

As before, there are two circuit conditions analyzed.

,

The

first is for
Gm

— 0

The second is for

6m

■=.

ID~V IT

The response characteristics for the first condition are
greatly effected by the magnitude of

Kef2*7? •

bandwidth is 19% and the -1 db bandwidth is 16%.

The -3 db

The atten

uation outside the bandpass for 13 MHz and 27 MHz respectively
92

sinM/Y weighting response (center lobe with adjacent

v V

20$ BW

SIDELOBES)
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is over -2lj. db.

The phase response variation from linearity

is approximately -11°.

This magnitude of phase nonlinearity

is caused by the nonlinear characteristics of

•

For the second condition, the attempt to widen the
bandwidth by adding G m

=

10

mhos is not effective •

The

-3 db bandwidth is maintained at 19% whereas the -1 bandwidth
is reduced to 1$%.

The effect of 6m (w)

becomes more pre

dominant in the midband frequency as evidenced by the peaks

in the frequency response curve.

That is, the frequency

response curve takes on a shape somewhat similar to

•

The phase response variation from linearity for this circuit
is approximately ^6° as compared to tl2° for the first cir

cuit.

The rolloff outside the bandpass is reduced somewhat.

The attenuation at 13 MHz and 27 MHz decreases from -2i| db
to -18 db.

Just as in previous Sinfx)/^

results are not by any means ideal.

configurations the
With the exception of

the amount of rolloff within the midband frequencies, the

response characteristics for a uniform weighted transducer
are better.

Summary
In this section I employed six design arrangements to
demonstrate some of the capabilities and limitations of

various transducer configurations.

I arbitrarily chose the

material and the operating ranges; and, from these choices

I derived all of the parameters necessary to compute the
response characteristics for each example.

9U

Also included

is a short discussion on the results of each transducer

arrangement presented,.

9$

CONCLUSION

Whereas the first two sections of this paper are essen
tially theoretical, the third section provides some of the

more tangible concepts about the behavior of surface acous
tic wave devices by furnishing numerical data.

Therefore,

a brief remark about the results are in order.

At first glance, the results shown are not very encour
aging.

Either the frequency response or the phase response

and sometimes both are not acceptable for filter application.

However, it must be remembered that these results are for
single transducer behavior and no attempt was made to opti

mize the designs.

There are several methods which can be

used to improve the outcome.

First, because an actual filter

requires at least two transducers, each transducer can be
designed to complement the others thereby reducing some of
the undesirable characteristics.

Second, the Sin^J/^

weighting scheme can be modified to minimize the effects
caused by the truncation.

From these design considerations

a filter with good response characteristics can be fabricated.
A full discussion of these procedures is outside the scope
of this paper.

Another important consideration brought about by the
design examples are some of the circuit limitations.
96

For

example, if a £0 ohm input impedance, 2% bandwidth with a

20 MHz center frequency is desired then the width of the

transducer would have to be approximately 3 cm.
3 cm is somewhat large, it is achievable.

Although

However the value

of inductance, Lm , required to offset the effects of the
within the 2% bandpass would

acoustic susceptance,
be approximately 1O"^H.

This low value for La\ is not prac

tical, therefore, some compromises are required.

of

The value

can be increased by raising the input impedance which

in turn means a reduction in the width of the transducer.

In addition the effects of

need not be completely

eliminated in order to achieve acceptable filter performance.
Prom these circuit changes a realistic value for

can be

found which will satisfy most design requirements.
The value of surface acoustic wave devices used as
filters in the 20 MHz frequency region is somewhat debatable
since L.C. type filters can be accomplished with relative

ease.

But at the higher frequencies surface acoustic wave

filters become much more attractive because of problems
associated with the construction of L.C. filters; and, it

is in these higher frequency ranges where most attention
is focused.
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APPENDIX A
Derivation Of The Wave Equation
For A Piezoelectric Material

y Up-

r

J-

T- = 11 C„„5„

d4 .

but

where

in the Einstein Convention.
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p

but

o
in the Einstein Convention

J

/Ua

_

p
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APPENDIX B
Derivation of &A(fW) For A Uniform Transducer
With N Electrode Pairs

h(t) = A SIN (/w/ot)

t. = ~tz -

for

44

A

\ A 5 IN (W,t) Wd t

H fa) =

H

where

—

N

I M

A

'IAJ

^W- /Wd)

(/V/ + 144)

O

sfWfN(M/+^Xz/>27

/,)]

then

(ZU-'— M,)

'

(/M/1 /Wo)

=» -0 K \rc? /.**»»

-j,ZK N Vc? / SIN^N (v-wl/fr
100

H114/)

K VT? /V ft sjn&1_

since

Gja.f(Uj) z=z 2 jHl^A/)j

then

G«^J =8 K*CS rfj„
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APPENDIX C

Numerical Method For Calculating The
Acoustic Susceptance
(Technique Developed By Nalamwar [26J )

Jk/+

-2 w~\

4=1
where

'

A, Z= CX t
A4

= zx^- zx.^

A/» = ~

and

where

the acoustic conductance at

102

/14/= liA

APPENDIX D

Computer programs

for a uniform

Program I

Calculation of GJ/W) and
transducer.

Program 2

Calculation of 6d(/W) and BaM) for a sin(Xj/X
weighted transducer (center lobe only).

Program 3

Calculation of
f or a.sin(Xj/X weighted
transducer (center lobe with adjacent sidelobe).

Program !(.

Calculation of BM- Nalamwar method.

Program 5

Calculation of 10 log
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Pofa/o)

Program I:

00010
00020
00030
00040 1
OOObO
000C0
000/0
00080
0009 0
00100
001 10
00120
00130
00140 2
001 bO

Calculation of
and
for a uniform transducer

hEAD
0=1
A=( 3.1 41t>92tb4* b) /C
AE=0*A
Xl=AB*xM
X2=AB*2*N
>W=C blclC X 1 )**2) /( AE*+2)
0W=(5INCX2)-X2)/(<AE**2)*2>
BA=0*D
AC=C+BA

PRIiMl , 0> EA, AC,Gtf, Pto
0=0+1

. .

.

IHd-I)1,U2
b'lUB

ExMD

INPUT DATA

D

is the frequency increment in Hz.

C

is the center frequency,

N

is the total number of electrode pairs.

I

is the number of increments desired; that is, the frequen
cy used for each calculation is determined by
/ = i x d + y,

, in Hz.

OUTPUT DATA

J

is an index number which identifies the data increment.

AC is the frequency,./ , in Hz for the
that is,
'
/ = J • D + Jo
QW is BJw)/5 at frequency AC.

PW is

at frequency AC.

ioU

ttl

data increment;

Program 2:

00010
00020
00030
00040
OOObO
000 to
0007 0
00030
00090
00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
OOlbO
00160
0017 0
00180
.00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
002S0
00260
0027 0
00280
00290
' 00300

Calculation of Ga(/W) and EtW
for a sinM/X weighted transducer
(center lobe only)
I

4

2

1

3

b

HEAD Dj> C>
I
A = C 3-141b92tb4*D)/C
0=1
isi=l
K=2*M
- '
AB=0*A
<
Fto=0»0
Gvw = 0 • 0
Sl=0.0
52=<3.141b926b4)/K
W=l-<SINC 52))/K
X1=A£*N
X2 = AB*2*t\l
F = ( SINCX 1 )**2) /( AB** 2)
G=(SINCX2)-X2)/<(A£**2>*2)
Fw =Fw+F*w
Gw=Gw+G*W
N=N+ 1
IKN-K) 1, 3, 3
Sl=( CN-1 )*3«141 b92eb4) /K
S2=((N+1)*3•141b926S4>/K
W = < SINCS1)>/Si-< 5IN< S2))/S2
GO TO 2
BA=J*D
‘ '
AC=C+BA
FRIiNI,d,BA, AC.rGw,Pw>
0=0+1
I?< J-I )4, 4> b
SI OF
EN D '

INPUT DATA

D

is the frequency increment in Hz.

C

is the center frequency,^, in Hz.

M

is the number of electrode pairs in one half of the cen
ter lobe.

I

is the number of increments desired; that is, the fre
quency used for each calculation is determined by
/ = 1,0 + A

10?

OUTPUT DATA

J

is an index number which identifies the data increment,

AC is the frequency,J , in Hz for the Jth data increment;
that is,
'
i
/ = j. d +
QW is

/S at frequency AC.

PW is G^/S at frequency AC0

*
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Program 3 J

00010
0001b
00020
00030
00040
OOObO
00060
0007 0
00080
00090
- 00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
00150
001 to
001 7 0
00180
00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
002b0
00260
002/0
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330
00340
003b0
003t0
0037 0
00380
00390
00400
00410
00420
00430

-

•
86
4

bO

26

20
1

4 .
2

3f
3

10

6

1 1
lb

7
14

Calculation of QjfW) for a sinO<]
weighted transducer (center lobe
with adjacent sidelobe)
READ
k\JAl=< - 1 )**W
A=(3•141b92tb4*D>/C
0=1
L=2
*
w=2
,
K=0
Rw = 0
AE=d*A
R=NAl*GOS(((C+L*d)*9•427779(1*M)/C)
D1 =( D - 1 • 0 )/( 2*l*1)
Yl=bORT(•b-(DI**2))-•b
IhC.M-l )20, 20>2t
Sl=<<M-1>*3.141592tb4>/<2*M>
GNl=blw(b1)/bi
GO 10 1 .
CM 1 = 1.0000
, ■
■
X1=AB*N
'
x•
Z=(blN(X 1 ) ) /AB
.
F=Z**2
S2 = ( <N + 1 )*3 • 141 b92tb4) /( 2*M)
CN2=(8INCS2))/S2
‘
'
Ih<CM2>31>31#4
IHCN2-J 1 )3>3>2
Wl=CNl-CiM2
R\w =BW + B*w 1
N=N + 1
' \
CN1=CN2
.
GO 10 1
CN2=0.0
w1=CN1 -Y 1
Ru/=RVi + R* VI 1
' ,
D2=<D+1.0)/(2*W)
I h <D2-.b)6>t» 11
Y2=SGR1(•b-D2**2)-•b
'
GO TO lb
Y2=0*0
X3=AE*L
.
G=SIN(X3)/AB
0w=(Z-2*G*R)**2
Ih<Y2-CN2)8>8/7
w2 = Y1-Y2
Rw=RW+Gto*w2
L=L+2
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00440
00450
00460
0047 0
00480
00490
OdbOO
00510
00520
00530
00540
00550
00500
0057 0
00580
00590
OOfcOO
000 10
00020
00030
00640
00050
000 0 0
00070
00080
00t90
00700
00/ 10
007 20
00/30
00/40
00/ 50
007 00
00/70
00780

It
8

9

17

30
35
80

90

95
97

98
•

99

21

Y1=Y2
IKl 1)95,95, 10
' GO 70 10
w2=Y1-CN2
PW =PW+GW* w2
N=N + 2
X1=AB*N
'
Z=5IN(X1 )/AD
CW=(Z-2*G*H)**2
52 = ( (i\ + 1 )*3» 141 592054)/( 2*M)
CN1=CN2
<
I7(CN1 )9b, 95, 17
CN2 = (5IN(52))/S2
I 7 ( CN2 ) 30, 30, 3 5
CN2=0«0
17(r2-CN2)80, 80, 90 ,
w2 = CN1-CN2
pW=Pw+GW*W2
GO 7 0 9
/
W2=Cai1-Y2
PW = PW + £ W * w 2
GO 70 14
K=h+1
I 7 ( h-1 )97,97,98

•

.

’ >-

•

-

/

-

0=1
N=1
GO 70 50
BA=d*B
AC=C+EA
PHI N7,0, DA, AC, PW
17(0-1)99,21,21
0=0+ 1
G0 70 80,
57 OP
END
*i .

'
-

•
)

.

•

\

•t

INPUT DATA
D

is the frequency increment in Hz.

C

is the center frequency,

M

is the number of electrode pairs in one half of the
center lobe.

I

is the number of increments desired; that is, the fre
quency used for each calculation is determined by
/ = I • D + /„

108

,

in Hz.

OUTPUT DATA
is an index number which identifies the data increment.
. y.
AC is the frequency, y , in Hz for the
data increment;
that is,
/ = J • D

J

a

PW is G^)/s at frequency AC.
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Program Ip

00010
00020
• 00030
00040
00041
00042
00043
00044
00050
000 to
000/0
00080
00090
00100
00120
00130
00140
00150
001 to
00170
00180
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
002 50
002 tO
002/0
00280
00'290
00300
00310
003 20
' 00330
00340
00350
003t0
0037 0
00380
00390
00400
00410
, 00420

24

25

1

2

3'

4
1 1

10

5
t
,8
/

9

12

Calculation of
method

— Nalamwar

hEAL G( 41 )
41
AC 41 ),E< 41 )
HEAL,(G<IK)*IK=1 * 41)
. hEAO>(w(IK)>IK=1>41)
hEA O> M / W I * W
I
KB=1
W<KB)=(lE+t)*w(KB)
,
KB=KB+1
I KKB-K)24, 24, 25
I*1A=M-1
' ' '
h=l
KA=K+1
G1=6<KA)-G(K) ,
G2 = ( u, ( KA)-W< h) )*2*3- 141 592t54
A(K)=01/02
K=K+ 1
Ih(K-w)1,2,2
B( 1>=A( 1 )
'
B(rt)=-A(l*iA)
‘
>
0=2
OA=O~1
B<O)=A(J)-A(OA)
- 0=0+ 1
IKJ-M)3, 4, 4
H = -I
01=0-0
'
E=H*w I+wn
WC=2*3-141592t54*wB
0=1
U1=2*3•141592C04*w(L)
X=wC~01
- '
.
Y=WC+Gl
'
•
IKAES(X ) - -01 ) t, t, 5
0=B<0)*<X*000< A.BS(X) ) +1 *0OG( Y ) -2*UC )
GO 10 8
O=B(O)*(X*OOG(Y >-2**C)
01=01+0
0=0+ 1
IHO-rt)10, 10,9
'
02=-•3183098862*01.Eh I N 1» H t w B, 02
’
H=H+1
IKH-l)lblbl2
SI Oh
ENO
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INPUT DATA
G(IK) is G//P

W(IK) is the frequency,

j ,

in MHz for the IK^*1 data point

M

is the number of input data points,

WI

is the frequency increment in Hz.

WR

is the center frequency,, in Hz

I

is the number of frequency increments desired; that
is, the frequency used for each final calculation is
determined by // =
= j . wi +

/fi

OUTPUT DATA
H

is an index number which identifies the data incre
ment.

WB

is the frequency, 7 , in Hz for the H data increment
that is
7
/ =H•D +/

DZ

is

BjfwVS at

frequency WB.
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Program

Calculation of 10 log

and © (AZ/)

ro(yjo)

00010
00020
00030
00040
00050
00055
'000CO
000/0
0008 0
00090
00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
00180
0015b
, 00160
00170
00180
'00190
00200
00210
00220
00230
' 00240
00250
00255
002C0
-00270
00280
' 00290

. REAL hH(30),B(30),G(30)
HEAL, CO, TL, G S, G A, G A1, M, Ml
HEAL, ( hh( I ) , I - 1,30)
HEAL, (ECI), I =1,30)
'HEAL,(G( I), 1 = 1,30)
M2=l

6
1

.

3
4
5
•

2
7

8

N= 1

w = <t•283E+6)*hh(N)
Bw = ( 8 • 3 52 E- 7 ) * E ( N )
G^=(8•352E-7)*G(Ni
X=w*C0+Ew- 1 • 0/( u/*1L)
X 1 =0 w +6 S+G A 1
H=ATAN(-X/X 1 )
H 1 = 57•29 C*H
'
• . ,
X2 = ( GS**2)/(X**2+X 1**2)
EHl=GS/4.0
EH = ( (GS**2)*GA) /( (GS+GA + GA*
X4=(X2*Gw)/EH
I KX4-C 1 .0E-20) ) 3, 3, 4
Ed = -85
' , •
GO 10 5
EW=4.343*LUG<X4)
EHINT,N,hH(N),Hl,EHl,EH,Ew
N=N+ 1
Ih(N-N)1, 1,2
Ih(M2-Ml)7,8,8
i*12=M2+l
ST OE
HEAL,CO,TL,GS,GA1
GO TO 6
STOE
.
END

j

INPUT DATA

CO

is the total capacitance, Cr » in farads.

TL

is the inductance, /jM , in henries.

GS

is the source conductance,

GA

is the acoustic conductance,
frequency
.
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, in mhos.
, in mhos at

GAI

is the matching circuit conductance, 6m , in ^hos.

M

is the number of input data points.

MI

is the number of program trials desired; that is,
the program can be rerun MI times by changing only
a few of the input data parameters.

PR(I) is the frequency,
B(I)

is

G(I)

is

/S

, in MHz at the I^*1 data point.

the FR(I) frequency.

at the FR(I) frequency.

OUTPUT DATA

N

is an index number which identifies data points.

FR(N) is the frequency, Z , in MHz at the

data point.

in degrees at the FR(N) fre

RI

is the phase angle Q
quency.

PRI

is the relative power output at frequency,
6m = 0 and 6s =
(Wo) •
'

, for

PR

is the relative power output at frequency A
given values of 6 m and 65 •
'

for

PW

is 10 log

-pat

frequency FR(N).
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